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Ben Person is Senior Director for Solution Consulting at Nuvolo.  Ben leads the 
solution consulting team and helps HTM teams implement and maintain clinical 
enterprise asset management solutions. 
 
 
 
 

       
 
 
WEBINAR AGENDA: This 60-minute webinar will feature Ben Person, Senior Director for Solution 
Consulting at Nuvolo. Many hospitals run several legacy CMMS applications for clinical and Facilities. 
Learn how Nuvolo Facilities EAM enables HTM and facilities teams to work on a single platform, with 
our modern, cloud-based CMMS alternative.  
 
By joining, you’ll learn:  
1. How to align HTM/Clinical Teams with facilities to innovate healthcare Facilities management and 
improve workplace experiences.  
2. How to create a single system of record and engagement for clinical and Facilities for significant 
application consolidation.  
3. How to easily route work orders between clinical and facilities and improve productivity. 

     
 

Webinar Wednesday would like to thank our sponsor Nuvolo! 
 
 
 

                                                          
 

 
 
 
 
 
Nuvolo is a modern, cloud-based EAM platform that meets the highest standards for ease of use, performance 
and online and offline mobility capability for managing clinical equipment for healthcare providers. 
 Visit www.nuvolo.com for more information.  
 
* MD Publishing takes every precaution to ensure accuracy of content; however, the information, opinions, and 
statements expressed in the webinars and advertisements herein are those of the writer and/or advertiser, and not 
those of our company. 



 
      
 

 
DON’T MISS THE WEBINAR WEDNESDAY’S Q&A 
 
Our presenters will end today’s webinar with a Q&A session. If you 
have a question, please submit it early by emailing 
webinar@mdpublishing.com.  
 
All questions will be addressed at the end of today’s presentation or 
the presenter will follow up with you offline. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
SMILE – SNAP – AND SHARE! 
We love seeing photos of the Healthcare Community! Send a photo of you or your 
department participating in this week’s Webinar Wednesday to 
webinar@mdpublishing.com. Submissions will be used for the magazine, website 
and social media so smile, snap a photo and share with us! 

 
 

Use our hashtag 
#WEBINARWEDNESDAY 
on Facebook and Twitter 
 
  

“Webinar Wednesday’s are an excellent 
resource for continuing education credits. We 
have found them to answer some of the 
questions we have had for specific 
equipment management, and the 
discussions on regulations and latest rules 
have been useful as well. Keep up the good 
work!” 

- Leroy S. 
 
 
 

“I find Webinar Wednesday’s 
highly educating and informative; 

I simply love it. It makes me a 
smarter BioMed!” 

-Alero O.     
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SPOTLIGHT

nearly every day. I hit a plateau and had 

to change my eating habits to lose the 

next 75 pounds. My weight still 

fluctuates plus or minus 10 pounds, but 

I’ve kept the weight off for about seven 

years now by staying active and 

watching what I eat.”

Burks has had many hobbies over the 

years, which have included playing 

guitar, tinkering with computers, 

photography and others. 

“My current hobby is cycling and 

trying to stay fit in general. I started out 

road cycling and commuting the short 

distance I have to work. I picked up a 

fat bike to commute in the winter and 

started riding mountain bike trails as 

well,” he says. 

“This past year, I started cycling on 

gravel roads (gravel grinding). Gravel 

roads are great because they can take 

you to places you would otherwise not 

visit and there are fewer cars to deal 

with. I’ve ridden in several races and 

challenges, including Iceman Cometh, 

Funk Bottoms Gravel Grinder, 

Michigan Mountain Mayhem, Lowell 

50 Gravel Grinder, Little Miami Dirty 

Dozen, Pittsburgh Dirty Dozen, and 

many others,” Burks says. 

“Me and a few guys like to create 

routes and abuse ourselves whenever we 

have time free. We completed a 213 

mile-in-a-day road adventure this past 

summer, as well as many self-supported 

gravel grinders on hilly roads near 

Loudonville, Ohio,” he adds.

On the homefront, Burks spends time 

with his family and gets out in nature.

“My wife and I have been married 18 

years and we have a seven-year-old son. 

My wife is a runner and recently 

completed her first half marathon. My 

son loves to play Minecraft and harass 

our cats. The Toledo Metroparks are 

awesome, so you will find us at one of 

them at least once a week,” Burks says.

For his efforts on the job, he won the 

Shining Star, an award given to 

outstanding UTMC employees. 

There’s little doubt why Burks was 

nominated for the award and to be 

featured in TechNation; he proves that 

when you set your sights on something, 

you can achieve it. 

FAVORITE BOOK

“The Romance of Photogen and 

Nycteris” by George MacDonald

FAVORITE MOVIE

“Blazing Saddles”

FAVORITE FOOD

My wife’s Mulligatawny soup and 

pecan pie

HIDDEN TALENT

Problem solving/troubleshooting ability

Favorite part of being a biomed 

“The satisfaction of completing a repair 

and knowing that a patient will receive 

the care they need. I also like working 

with our interns to make sure they 

begin their careers off right.”

WHAT’S ON MY BENCH? 

Coffee, my favorite soldering iron, 

a book of 19th and 20th Century 

paintings from the Art Institute of 

Chicago, flash drives with equipment 

documentation and notes, my Day-

Timer to keep track of activities for 

documentation purposes

When not working on medical equipment, Nathan Burks enjoys being outdoors. Above he is 

seen participating in the Lowell 50 Gravel Grinder.
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Advancing the Biomedical/HTM Professional

SUBMIT YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR

1 Think of a Biomed/CE Professional 
who deserves appreciation.

2 Visit 1technation.com/nominations 
and fill out the nomination form.

3 We will contact you for additional 
information if your nomination is accepted!

We’d love to feature you or your colleague in 
one of TechNation’s monthly features! Send in 
your nomination for Professional of the Month!

SPOTLIGHT

W
hether you work on cars or med-

ical equipment, there are a few 

constants – diagnostics, knowing 

how to work with tools and understanding 

how different components work. The goal 

is always the same with both; to make 

that machine work as the manufacturer 

intended it to. 

It’s no surprise then, that someone who 

is trained to work on automobiles 

would have the skill set to transition 

those skills to
 the HTM profession.

That is exactly what Chuck Martoglio 

did. Martoglio is a field service special-

ist, ultrasound, in the clinical engineer-

ing services department at BayCare 

Health System, which is based out of 

Clearwater, Florida. 

“I was an auto repair technician for 

23 years. I w
as in need of a career 

change, but had no idea of what I 

wanted to do. One day, a friend of mine 

who is a respiratory therapist mentioned 

that he thought I would be a good 

biomed,” Martoglio remembers. 

“I had never heard of the profession, 

but looked into it. The more I re
searched it, 

the more I re
alized that it was exactly what 

I was looking for. I found and joined the 

local biomed networking group, the Bay 

Area Association of Medical Instrumenta-

tion (BAAMI), and went to a meeting to 

see if i
t was as good as it see

med. I was 

overwhelmed by the support I rec
eived that 

night,” Martoglio says. 

“I met David Booker, a manager at 

one of the BayCare hospitals. Not only 

did he answer all of my questions, he 

invited me to the shop to check it out. I 

was hooked. The caliber of people I 

work with in all areas of the hospitals 

continues to make me thankful I made 

the change,” he adds.

Going from the auto technician 

profession into HTM meant some 

additional specialized training. Marto-

glio was able to go to school and receive 

hands-on experience at the same time.

“I took the elect
ronics engineering 

program at Hillsborough Community 

College and graduated with an A.S.,” he 

says.
“While I was in school, I got a chance 

to work in Dave’s shop as a volunteer. I 

also met Bill Hart, biomed supervisor at 

Lakeland Regional Hospital, at a BAAMI 

meeting, and landed a part-tim
e PM tech 

position there. These opportunities were 

extremely valuable experience while I 

was in school,” Martoglio says.“After 

graduation, I was hired as a biomed at 

BayCare. I was promoted to a biomed II 

and then to my current position, field 

service, ultrasound,” he says.

NETWORK SECURITY AND IMAGING ISSUES 

Projects and challenges come with the job 

and Martoglio has worked on network 

security projects and imaging issues.

“It can be challenging taking care of 

multiple sites, especially when there are 

critical issues at the same time at different 

locations. Fortunately, that doesn’t 

happen very often and I get good support 

from the other field service staff or 

biomeds on site,” he says. 

“DICOM issues can be challenging as 

well because there are multiple causes 

that I do not always have access to or 

control of. Having good relationships 

with networking, clinical applications, 

and security team members has been key 

to troubleshooting,” he adds.“I’ve been 

involved in a number of network security 

and migration projects. I re
cently assisted 

three heart and vascular locations 

migrate to our network. This involved 

working with our clinical applications, 

networking, and security teams to ensure 

everything was configured and secured 

properly. W
ith the challenges of health-

care security, w
e have been very active in 

securing our medical equipment. My 

responsibilities have included locking out 

USB ports, W
annaCry patching, and 

gathering data for our security team,” 

Martoglio continues.

PROFESSIONAL 

OF THE MONTH

Chuck Martoglio

Ultrasound to Classic Rock 

BY K. RICHARD DOUGLAS
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Shop multiple  
vendors in a single  

online marketplace.
Easily search 1,000s of listings...

New equipment added daily!

MEDICALDEALER.COM 
The Simple Way To Buy, Sell And Review

THREE-HEAD LED PAX LIGHT
GOVERNMENT LIQUIDATION

AESPIRE ANESTHESIA MACHINE
MEDIPRO INTERNATION LLC

RITTER MIDMARK EXAM TABLE
EQUIP STAT

PHILIPS ICT 256 SLICE 2010 
MTCMED

PATIENT WARMING SYSTEM
ZRG

GE LIGHTSPEED PRO 16 CT 
INTERMED GROUP

MULTI-PURPOSE EXAM TABLE
TOWER MEDICAL SYSTEMS LTD

ZIEHM 7000
COAST 2 COAST MEDICAL

VENDORS:
START A FREE
90-DAY TRIAL

TODAY!
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